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Letter of  the 
Publisher

Welcome to issue 14 of Cubaplus magazine.  As a 
great fan of sports and Cuba the Cubaplus team 

Cuban National Baseball Season. Known as Leones Azules 

against cancer and something the Cuban people will cherish 

disaster which we also feature in this issue and Cuba has been 
recognized for this noble and great humanitarian assistance to 

the Chorro de Maíta.  On the 

magazine.

Dominic Soave

Publisher
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FITCUBA 2010

Conferences 
Events

Each year, Cuba’s Convention Bureau 
operations ratify that convention 
tourism in Cuba is one of the most 
active modalities with a strong 
potential despite the impact of the 
world economic crisis.

an industry 
with a bright 

future

By Roberto F. Campos
Photos PUBLICITUR 
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Amidst a global economic crisis, the world 

tourism industry is struggling to survive. One 

of its most active categories today is congress, 

events and incentive tourism, which modality 

has had a great increase in Cuba.

Cuba’s Convention Bureau plays an important role in that 

International Tourism Fair FITCUBA 2010.

This institution began in 1974 with the creation of the 

Events Coordination Group within the National Tourism 

Institute, predecessor to the current Ministry of Tourism 

(MINTUR).

In the early years, Cubatur and Viajes Cuba stood out 

As a boost to their operations, Havana’s Convention Palace 

opened its doors in 1979, and four years later the Bureau’s 

the market that has great importance to us now.

when its work was entirely reorganized and it consolidated 

20 member organizations in meetings dealing with 

of human knowledge, at which more than 20,000 people 

attended.

In 2006, its activities were further expanded when 

membership reached 101, including tourist institutions, 

business centres, hotels and other institutions related to 

the industry.

Bureau is one of the main pillars of tourism in the island.

Consistent Growth

year grew 8%, with the celebration of 282 meetings from 

science and sports.

The Bureau itself reports that the leisure industry continues 

its growth spiral despite the pressures generated by the 

world economic crisis and other negative elements.
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The international events organized in the island were 

attended by some 35,000 people and, although incentive 

trips registered a slight decline, values were always higher 

than in 2007. Bureau spokespeople pointed out that 2008 

was an exceptionally good year for this type of tourism, 

travel. 

A Sustainable Growth Spiral

The Convention Bureau strengthened its functions based 

fourth place in the Latin American and Caribbean specialty. 

Each year the Bureau schedules some 500 events across 

the country, with the capital as driving axis. Annually, 

Cuba has received more than two million travelers from 

all over the world for four consecutive years. According to 

participate in congresses, conventions and incentives.

Among the most relevant meetings Pedagogía, stands 

out. This is an annual gathering of more than a thousand 

education specialists from all over the world. Another 

one of the most important encounters in the cigar world.

The main venue for meetings is the Hotel Palco-Convention 

Palace complex in western Havana. Hotel Palco is attached to 

services, translation, typing and copying services, provides a 

100-person meeting hall.

indoor exhibition areas, the largest at 2,172 square metres, 

and one outdoor 5,000 square metre area.

The largest fair grounds, EXPOCUBA, is on the outskirts of 

Havana and its 6,000 square metres boasts 12 meeting halls 

(each with room for 60 people), 8 protocol halls (between 10 

and 40 people), a multiple use hall for 80 and a theatre with 

250 seats.

the celebration of MITM America, (Meetings and Incentive 

Trade Market) in November 2009, an extremely important 

worldwide meeting in the tourism industry, considered by its 

organizers as the best of its kind in 15 years.

It was a distinctive crest for this tourism modality in a 
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Her Excellence the Ambassador of Cuba in Canada, 

Teresita de Jesús Vicente Sotolongo and the Cuban 

Consul General at Toronto, Mr. Jorge Soberon, 

together with honorable guests celebrated the 

65th Anniversary of Canada-Cuba Bilateral Diplomatic Relations, 

on Monday March 29th 2010 at Le Treport Convention Center in 

Mississauga, Ontario.

The Embassy of the Republic of Cuba and its Consulate General 

in Toronto, were honored with the presence of Hon. Sandra 

Pupatello, Ontario´s Minister of Economic Development and 

Even when bilateral diplomatic relations were formally 

where Canada established a diplomatic mission in the year 

1945, it is not a coincidence that in such an early date as 1903 a 

rum and sugar.

In the course of the years, those initial exchanges were extended 

from the Maritimes, all along the huge Canadian territory. 

Nowadays, the province of Ontario has become the venue of 

most of the companies and entrepreneurs currently involved in 

business with Cuba. 

Ontario’s business executives participate in each one of the 

critical commercial activities between Canada and Cuba, such 

as tourism, main Cuban industries´ supplies, and key economic 

sectors’ investments, among others.

Canada is one of the main investors in Cuba. Canadian 

its relative size, and the key sectors of nickel-cobalt production 

and gas and oil prospecting and extraction. 

Canada holds 15% of all current foreign investment in the island, 

9 % of it in the mining industry, where it is the greatest investor.  

In terms of bilateral trade Canada is the fourth commercial 

partner with Cuba, representing 8% of global trade for Cuba in 

2008. Exports to Canada include nickel (90 % of total exports to 

machinery. 

Tourism has been one of the pillars in the revival of the Cuban 

economy, and holds the leadership in this area. Canadian tourism 

is a solid, consolidated market, with a high rate of revisits and 

almost a million Canadians visiting Cuba each year.

Anniversary

 of Cuba-Canada Relations
65th

Left to right: Mr. Jorge Soberón, Consul General of Cuba in 
Toronto, Hon. Steve Peters, Speaker of the Legislative Assembly 
of Ontario and MPP for Elgin-Middlesex-London, Hon. Sandra 
Pupatello, Ontario Minister of Economic, Development and 
Trade, Her Excellency Mrs. Teresita de Jesús Vicente Sotolongo, 
Ambassador of Cuba in Canada, Hon. Tony Ruprecht, MPP 
(Davenport, Ontario).

Left to right: Nieves Ricardo, Cuba Tourist Board; Roberto Marty, 
Sirenis Hotels; Pamela Bassett, Thomas Cook Canada; Jesus 

Garcia, Cuba Tourist Board; Sobeida Feliz, Blau Hotels; Andre 
Cote, WestJet Vacations; Dina Bertolo, Thomas Cook Canada; Gwen 
Lee, Concord Travel; Jorge Felix Salazar, Hola Sun Holidays; Sonia 

Nuñez, Sirenis Hotels; Rick McCauley, Barcelo Hotels.

Left to right: Ross Scala, Ahmad Abdalla, Her Excellency Mrs. 
Teresita de Jesús Vicente Sotolongo, Carlo Greco.
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Magic in the   Cayo Levisa

There are number of places which could have 

been the real inspiration for Treasure Island, 

the famous novel by Robert Louis Stevenson. 

Cayo Levisa is certainly one of them and I 

reckon no better image could sum up the magic of this 

 

of Havana.

  Such was the feeling that accompanied us all the way to 

Cayo Levisa, especially the few in the group who would 

mystery and even, who knew?, the site of the buried 

treasure of Captain Flint. Grownups and kids alike, we 

were all pretty excited boarding the mini-bus in Havana.

  Driving to Cayo Levisa will take you through some of the 

most beautiful valleys in Cuba. Pinar del Río, the province 

that borders Havana and spreads to the western tip of the 

island, is known for its natural beauty and as home of the 

best tobacco plantations in the world. Our destination 

was on the coast though, so we had to leave the highway 

and take a mountain road that rapidly had us surrounded 

By Cristina Gómes  / Photos  Katharina Arias 
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  Caribbean
by a savage green landscape. The luxurious tropical forest 

was interrupted here and there by a couple of houses, a 

medical post and a public school where all the uniformed 

children greeted us from the side of the road. 

there over water. There is a state-operated twice-a-day 

ferry, so normally one has to plan the trip accordingly. 

There are, nonetheless, other boats available for non-

scheduled transport, making it good to know that you 

won’t be stranded on an island with no options to get out.

   As we had our trip well organized, we reached the ferry 

the dolphins you may encounter, the coral reefs ahead, 

and the gigantic marlin one caught the day before.

 The ferry is hardly state-of-the-art, but then again, 

nothing is in Cuba. Nonetheless, it was operational 

and had all the necessary safety equipment to face an 

emergency. This was tested inadvertently when the straw 
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drifting away, the captain did not hesitate, but turned 

the boat around to retrieve it. Everybody on the boat 

oversized harpoon. This hilarious moment put everyone 

in the mood for the arrival on the island.

bit disappointing, for one only sees a jetty surrounded by 

mangrove and muddy, swamp-like ground, not a single 

grain of sand in sight. One wonders where the promised 

paradise is, as we walk the wooden planks across the islet. 

Then, past the last trees, it hits you, like a work of art: the 

   The hotel is a small complex of 33 bungalows right on 

the beach, with a small restaurant and an outdoor bar, 

and a complementary Cuban cocktail. 

   Check-in was smooth and in time to enjoy the sunset. 

The sun became red, contrasting with the emerald of the 

ocean. We stared at the burning sky in a profound silence, 

overwhelmed by the beauty of this setting. The beach, 

the sea and a piña colada; we were in paradise.

   Cayo Levisa is a family place, where children feel 

completely free, releasing the Robinson Crusoe inside 

them. The oldest would explore the island, build huts and 

castles or digging holes. Then, they’d all jump in the sea, 

where the warm water, calm as a pool, was always calling 

them. It’s a place of happiness and relaxation, where 

parents don’t feel the pressure of constant surveillance 

and are able to simply enjoy the smiles on their children’s 

faces.

   Here, you can enjoy the simple pleasures of life, a stroll 

on the beach, the book you’ve been longing to read, 

sipping a daiquiri with your feet in the ocean. The dolce 

fare niente the Italians transformed into an art form. The 

snorkeling trip or a deep-sea diving excursion. Deep sea 

ready to prepare the day’s catch.

   As far as I am concerned, mid-morning strolls along 

the beach were the most pleasant. We would walk to the 

tip of the island and contemplate the ocean, completely 

alone, on our own private beach.

   Lunch time was when our whole group would gather. 

share our morning adventures and plan the activities of 

the afternoon, be it a pedal boat ride or a competitive 

beach-volley match, or frequently none of the above, 

for we ended up just talking, exploring the cocktail list at 

the bar, and just enjoying the stress free environment of 

Cayo Levisa, a world apart from the worries of day-to-day 

   As night fell, we would once again reunite for the sunset. 

One really has to see it, for it makes you wonder if it was 

Anthony Toffoli and his sons Jacob, Nicolas and 
Alexis in front of their bungalow.

Little Pedro Gómes enjoying the beach at Cayo Levisa.
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drawn by a superior artist for that special occasion. Our 

only concern was to make sure the barman knew which 

rum to serve us in our daiquiris and mojitos.

   Evenings end rather early, for there are no discotheques 

or salsa clubs on the island. Night birds had to improvise 

on the beach with a couple of beers or a bottle of wine, 

the music from a laptop and the atmosphere. One could 

talk, play games or just listen to the sound of the inviting 

waves. And yes, you can bathe in the ocean at night, for 

the water temperature is always pleasant. 

   The best thing in Cayo Levisa would have to be the 

waking up to the sound of the waves. Just the thought 

that all I had to do was open the room door and I would 

get me in a good mood. As I left the room, there it was, 

the white sand, the blue water, the kids running around, 

playing and swimming in permanent joy.  

    But even on a tropical island not all is perfect and it’s 

good to know that Cuba boasts one of the most impressive 

Civil Protection services in the world. This being said, and 

although we were on an island, we all felt quite safe on 

in a pedal boat, a storm suddenly appeared with heavy 

showers and strong winds. As we tried to get back ashore, 

For the children that were with us, it was nothing more 

than an adventure. I, on the other hand, was beginning 

easy to get back to the beach. Fortunately, rescue was on 

its way. The lifeguards, quick to respond, towed us back 

to shore. 

  On another occasion, one of our friends hurt his back 

while playing volleyball. What was seemingly a minor 

injury, ended up revealing itself as a more serious problem. 

As night fell and his pain increased, we considered having 

him evacuated to a mainland hospital. But the hotel’s 

doctor, permanently on site, took good care of him and 

was able to give him a dose of muscle relaxants and pain 

relief medicine that guaranteed him a good night’s sleep. 

At the end, all went well and he was able to return to 

Havana the following morning.

  Going back to Havana was hard.  Bidding farewell to the 

not sure to meet again anytime soon. But that’s part of 

the charm of Cayo Levisa, you end up gaining a certain 

surely would miss coming back home. Still, we knew in 

our hearts that it wasn’t really goodbye. Maybe a “see you 

later”; most likely a “see you soon”. In any case, it is surely 

an experience that we all want to relive.

www.cubaplus.ca 17www.cubaplus.ca 17
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Where we left Che in part II:  In our 

tale thus far, native Argentinean 

Dr. Ernesto “Che” Guevara left 

Mexican soil, where he had 

lived for more than two years, on November 25, 

1956 from Port Tuxpan aboard the yacht, Granma, 

as part of the small expeditionary force organized 

by Fidel Castro. 

December 2nd, 1956 when he landed on Las 

Coloradas Beach together with the 81 other 

members of the expedition under the leadership 

of Fidel Castro.

Several years later, when recalling that moment, 

Che said:

“We landed with great haste, just carrying 

what was essential. We were entering the marsh 

when we were attacked by the enemy air force. 

Naturally, once we were in the mangrove swamp, 

we were neither seen nor harassed by the air 

force, but the dictatorship’s army was already on 

our trail.”

Three days later, Che and his comrades received 

surprised while resting in a small sugarcane 

plantation at Alegría de Pío.

“At four o’clock that afternoon, without prior 

sounded, followed by a symphony of lead that 

hovered above heads still unaccustomed to that 

virile sport. A comrade fell and I personally had 

the disagreeable impression of receiving in my 

 

faced with the dilemma of thinking like a doctor or 

like a combatant.

“I had in front of me a knapsack full of medicines 

and a box of bullets. The two weighed too much to 

carry together. To be able to cross the clearing into 

“Here comes 
a soldier of 
America!”

Photos by Liborio Noval

Part Three
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the sugarcane, I took the box of bullets, leaving the 

knapsack.”

 

panic him, although the group was now much  

 smaller. They managed to elude the military and 

move into the Sierra Maestra Mountains, planning 

to regroup with Fidel Castro several days later.

“...It was incredible to hear that small group of 

people who did not know each other too well yet 

talk of victory, talk of attacking.” 

Che also played a key role in organizing the 

emerging Rebel Army, which by January (1957) 

battle against the dictatorship’s soldiers.

“The attack against a small garrison on the 

mouth of the La Plata River in the Sierra Maestra 

resounded beyond the region where it took place. 

It called everyone’s attention, proving that the 

Over the following months, Che continued to 

evidence bravery, skill and discipline such that, 

after the May 1957 battle in El Uvero, he had the 

Rebel Army whom Fidel Castro awarded the rank 

of comandante. Fidel also put him in charge of 

column.

In December 1957 Che moved his headquarters 

to La Mesa in the Sierra Maestra, because  

the dictatorship’s army had attacked his previous 

camp. La Mesa came to house several facilities, 

printing shop, a school, a tinsmith’s shop and a 

leather workshop. 

On February 24, 1958, on Che’s initiative and from 

his camp in the Sierra Maestra, Radio Rebelde 

started regular broadcasts. By August 1958, after 

having taken part in many battles and successfully 

led others, Che was assigned the risky mission of 

leading an invading column from eastern Sierra 

Maestra to central Cuba. In accomplishing this 

task, he again showed his leadership ability and his 

extraordinary military talent.

In Las Villas Province his authority and prestige 

 

 

 

 

forces operating there, so they could carry on the 

armed struggle. On December 7, 1958 Che initiated 

Rebel Army in Las Villas. 

During the last days of the year 1958, the rebel 

military objectives of the dictatorship and 

occupied several villages in the province of Las 

Villas. An eloquent expression of his military ability 

was given in the battle to occupy the city of Santa 

waged during the revolution.
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1959. On January 2nd, Comandante Che Guevara 

went from Santa Clara to Havana, where he 

occupied the military fortress of La Cabaña, under 

orders of Fidel Castro. In addition to calling a general 

strike, Fidel Castro also ordered that Che and 

Camilo Cienfuegos control the situation in Havana 

and counter the actions of reactionary elements 

who might try to prevent the consolidation of the 

victory of the Revolution after the escape of Dictator 

Fulgencio Batista.

“We have demonstrated that a small group of men, 

who are determined, supported by the people and 

without fear of dying… can overcome a regular 

army… There is another lesson for our brothers in 

America, economically in the same agrarian category 

as ourselves, which is that we must make agrarian 

from here take revolution to the cities, not try to 

make it in the latter without a comprehensive social 

content.”

To be concluded in Issue 15.
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Fhonoured city at the Romerías de Mayo (May 

Pilgrimages) cultural festival at the 17th edition 

of this celebration in the eastern Cuban city of 

artists comprising the Hermanos Saiz Association invite 

friends from everywhere to this World Festival of Artistic 

Holguín, the so called City of Parks, becomes the capital 

researchers, dancers, writers, painters, playwrights and 

every type of national and foreign promoters of culture.

The streets and spaces of Cuba’s third capital become settings 

for fabulous concerts and performances, exhibits, parties, 

brainstorming sessions of the Interactive Social Forum. 

The debate on the universality of our regional cultures, a 

tribute to the founding fathers, the relationship between 

experimental exercises, all have a place in this week 

committed to facing the need for new promotions and the 

urgency to provide a panorama of contemporary universal 

thought.

Discussion of the latter is seen not only from the capital’s 

perspective, but also from those who create and work in 

the arts in diverse regions, many who lack recognition and 

attention from the media.

underscore the event’s diversity, including the Memoria 

Nuestra award, the Babel Fine Arts Edition, the Fifth 

Meeting of Street Dance and Theatre, the Hug Fiesta and La 

Camara Azul International Audiovisual Event.

Toronto Honoured
at Romerías de Mayo

By Cubaplus / Photos by Amauris Betancourt and MINTUR
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History

The origin of Romerías de Mayo dates back to May 3, 1790, when 

Franciscan Friar Antonio Joseph Alegre climbed to the top of Cerro 

del Bayado carrying an enormous wooden cross that he placed 

on the summit to mark the geographic north of Holguin and 

perhaps also as a sort of protection against natural catastrophes 

and epidemics. The people of the town began marking May 3 by a 

climb to the top to request aid or miracles from the cross.

Over time, the townspeople began climbing up the now named 

Mary, others to keep promises and still others to dance, drink and 

In the 1920s, to give more grandeur to the Romerías and facilitate 

access to the cross, Oscar Albanez Carballo, president of the 

Catholic Knights, proposed building a stairway.

To pay for this, street parties were held and over a period 

inauguration of the stairway and summit chapel composed of a 

small square balcony with the cross on a pedestal on the altar. 

The fort was also rebuilt and a roundabout created.

remembered and the young artists of the Association Hermanos 

Saíz decided to expand the popular festival. Romerías de Mayo 

has since become one of the peak cultural events in Cuba. As 

well as culture, it is important as well for its plurality, diversity 

of events and the embodiment of its motto: Because there is 

Contact Information
www.romeriasdemayo.cult.cu

Alexis Triana Hernández
Email:director@baibrama.cult.cu
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With measured and elegant 
movements Zabriena cantered 
through the gateway with 
experienced rider Maikel 

Carmenate at the reins. At that moment someone in 
the stands was waiting to make her his. Carmenate 
had cherished her, ridden her and tested her 
strength, and was determined she would not go for 
less than her worth. And the bidding began. First 
7,000 €, then 15,000 then, as established by the 
rules, the bids went up 1,000 by 1,000.

The sale of Zabriena capped at 23 000 euros, 
the highest bid of the auction. Chilean Caceres 
Leopoldina carried off the golden mare (Tenerife 
VDL x Gershwin, born 4 July 2004), declared by 
the auctioneer to be a horse with all the attributes 
to win grand prize in any competition in the world.

The First Havana Elite Auction for jumpers 
became a great opportunity to acquire internationally 
ranked horses of the famous Royal Dutch Blood. The 
bidding, held at Lenin Park’s Equestrian Center, was 
organized by the Equestrian Club of Havana, VDL 
Stud and the travel agency ECOTUR SA.

There is now a great 

opportunity each January 

in Havana to acquire 

European Royal Dutch 

Warmblood horses.

Auction in Havana
By Silvia Martínez Puentes 
Photos: José (Tito) Meriño 

First Ever Thoroughbred 
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Guillermo García, president of the Flora and Fauna 
Enterprise and recognized as the man behind the revival 
of equestrian sports in Cuba, made the welcome to all 
those present from Mexico, Colombia, Guatemala and 
the Netherlands. 

The quality of those sold at auction, he said, was 
the result of the brotherhood between Cubans and 
Netherlanders and especially the standards of a group 
of youngsters, almost children, dedicated to training 
and forming horses for national and international 
competitions and for the enjoyment of all lovers of the 
equestrian modality.

“We want to have a structure in Cuba like the one we 
have in Holland,” VDL STUD founder and breeder 
Wiepke van de Lageweg, told Cubaplus. “From 
the moment I raised the idea, Garcia showed great 
enthusiasm and we decided to bring high-quality horses 
to Cuba. Europe has the greatest horse breeding centers 
in the world. Four years ago we took a Cuban jockey to 
the Central American and Caribbean Games. Our goal 
is to have a complete team, but for this we must hold 
auctions. 

The surprisingly high level of seriousness with which 
the Flora and Fauna Company worked has achieved an 

high; a great advantage for buyers. The center’s riders 
and workers are responsible for this miracle, Van de 

Franklin Domenech Snowball, head trainer of the 
Equestrian Center, stressed that the country has never 
before had the quality of horses available today, which 
are essential to this sport. 

The riders are lads that were very new to this and we 
trained them step by step, he said, because in equitation 
an experienced, versatile rider is necessary, and that 
requires time and effort in training. Fortunately, we 
have a tradition in Cuba of rigorous selection and 
training of athletes, he pointed out. 

From Franklin we learned that the riding schools of 
Artemisa, Bayamo, Camagüey and Holguín, in the 
child, youth and adult categories, feed the Lenin Park 
Equestrian Center - a superior training school where the 

destined to become a site for international competitions 
as well as an attractive place for recreation and horseback 
riding. 
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As part of the International Equestrian Federation, 
Cuba has offered this institution for related specialty 
training courses and conferences such as veterinary, 
blacksmithing, track design and the labour of judges 
and trainers. The offer is completed with everything 
associated with an equestrian clinic. 

SUGAR RANCH
One could almost say that the auction began at Rancho 

Azucarero (Sugar Ranch), where bidders became 
familiar with the horses on which they would offer. 
There were tours of the stables of the mares and the 
stallions and the young developing animals, as well as 
the free jumping areas and the training rings.

Located west of Havana in Artemisa, Rancho Azucarero 
has more than 748.2 hectares on which to raise the animals’ 
fodder: basically hay and forage grasses combined with 
organic compost, protein supplements and honey. 

Rangeland management is integrated with current 

perimeter fencing. Reproduction - both directed and by 

selection of stallions, with advanced techniques that 
ensure the continuity of follicular development of the 

animal in order to facilitate breeding and early diagnosis 
at the optimum time. This permits the development of 
genetically excellent examples of precise selection for 
pedigreed English thoroughbreds, and Royal Dutch 
Warmbloods as well as the P.S.I. Holstein mixture.
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Marathon of Hope

 Terry Fox run
The largest 

What a perfect day!

During the weekend of March 20, 2010 the biggest 

hero in Cuba was Terry Fox. Throngs of Cubans 

turned out in front of the Capitolio building in 

downtown Havana to await the stroke of 10 AM 

for their synchronized start with every other province and city 

in the country. 

This included current Cuban champion track stars Olympic 

who were front and centre and played gracious hosts for Terry 

Fox’s run on this day. 

Run we would join the rest of the country in welcoming Terry’s 

mother, father and sister to Havana. Terry’s family were 

was humbling as a Canadian (where we tend to downplay our 

who lost so much and have continued to give so generously of 

themselves. They were celebrated in the Cuban media for the 

week preceding an event that we began to look forward to 

more and more as it crept closer.

Now that we were only minutes away from the continuation of 

Terry’s Marathon of Hope we also could not believe the scale of 

the celebration in Cuba and how warmly the people here have 

embraced this Canadian boy who won the hearts, not only of 

his countrymen, but those of many in other countries as well. 

With my entire family emblazoned with the Maple Leaf, we 

outside of Canada
By  Dick Cornish 

Photos by  Cubaplus
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were approached time and again by Cubans thanking us for 

giving them Terry Fox and telling us how much they admired 

his courage. The word HERO was repeated over and over as 

my kids talked about their Terry Fox runs at school and their 

own interest in Terry fed by books, TV and movies.

A Cuban man brought his young family over to us and told 

us clearly: “Listen closely. My family and I honour Mr. Terry 

Fox for his courage. We thank you for giving us such a hero 

and people than our family felt that day, and to share this 

with the Fox family was incredible. 

After the Cuban family came several groups that wished 

to have pictures taken and talk to us to explain their 

reasons for participating. We met the Wings of Life group 

(Alas por la Vida) marching together with their ribbons as 

cancer survivors. The Havana chapter of the Terry Fox Club 

introduced themselves and we took pictures together, 

followed by a group of Mexican runners in for the event 

and the local Chinese association out for a run together. 

Then suddenly, without warning, the starter signalled 

front of the Capital building through the picturesque and 

historical streets of the city. As we trotted along we passed 

the beautiful churchlike buildings of the main promenade 

and dived into the gritty downtown avenues of shops and 

malls most tourists never see. 

As we ran, the locals applauded generously and vigorously 

echoed back and forth from participants to spectators. The 

excitement was so palpable you could feel it begin to push 

you along as the streets narrowed around you and we were 

engulfed by the hanging laundry and TV antennae that are 

an integral part of the local cityscape.

With the sea air now blowing behind us we turned onto 

the Prado, two auto lanes each side of a wide tree lined 

pedestrian boulevard from the sea back to the Capitolio. It 

is gorgeous and requires a full afternoon to saunter along, 

but a lifetime to enjoy properly. 

One hundred metres from home base and I hear above 

Canada”. I turned to my right to see who was cheering and 

with Terry Fox’s face on it. “Are you from Canada too?” 

course... this is Terry Fox’s father”. 

Unbelievable!!!! I stopped in my tracks (glad for the 

excuse) and shared a quick handshake and greeting with 

Terry’s dad. My wife appeared out of the crowd just in time 
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The 2010 Terry Fox Marathon of Hope took place in 5,500 locations 

all over Cuba with an estimated total of two million runners. This year 

the run had a special meaning with the presence of Terry’s relatives 

in Cuba. His parents, Rolly and Betty-Lou Fox, and his sister Judith 

Fox-Alder thanked the Cuban authorities and people, and were 

among Cubans.

Prior to the run, the Canadian Embassy held the traditional art 

auction, with works donated by Cuban artists. The auction garnered 

33,000 convertible pesos that will be used for cancer research in the 

Caribbean island. 

to snap a few pictures which we will treasure always. A 

chance meeting on a summer afternoon in Havana: Me, 

him, his friend, my kids, my wife, we couldn’t be prouder 

to be Canadians on this spectacular Cuban day.

have a kid who is a hero in Canada is amazing, to have a 

kid who is a hero worldwide is unfathomable. To have a 

kid who is a hero in Cuba, a land of giant monuments and 

giant men behind those monuments is a testament to 

the human appeal of Terry Fox and his struggle. Everyone 

understands the courage that this man had and admires 

him for his achievements. He is a great Canadian and 

naturally, came from a great Canadian family.

One hour after the last few participants had struggled in 

we stood across from the Capitolio, waiting in line to say 

“Hi” to one last special person on this incredible day. She 

stood chatting with the people (her people) who lined up to 

or photos of her son. Terry Fox’s mother, standing in front of 

poster of a marathoner breaking the line. 

She smiled and chatted softly and when our turn came 

to say hello and to thank her for coming to Havana for 

the event she didn’t hurry. She asked the kids where they 

were from and then joked with them that they came to 

Cuba to escape Saskatchewan snow banks and thanked 

us for participating. I may not come back to Cuba solely 

as a tourist, but we have promised that we are coming 

back to run in the Terry Fox Maraton de la Esperanza 

again as a family and as proud Canadians. 

would encourage everyone to make your trip to Cuba 

during March to include this date. As a Canadian or as 

a fellow human being you won’t have a better day then 

this one.

A few minutes afterwards, an American couple 

approached us to ask about the event and the story of 

Terry Fox. We explained as much as we could and pointed 

out Terry’s mom and dad and talked about their trip to 

the run in Cuba. Their last question was “Where is Terry? 

Is he here today?” Maybe we didn’t have time to explain 

everything to this young American couple, but I think the 

here today... he was present in Havana.”

His Excellence Canadian Ambassador to Cuba Jean Pierre Juneau 
and  Sra. Annie Legault Counselor at the Terry Fox Run art auction.

Dominic Soave, General Director Cubaplus Magazine, Lily García 
and Bruno Hamel, Commercial Counselor of the Embassy of Canada 
in Cuba.
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A few metres from Havana’s western beaches 
and busy Fifth Avenue, stands the Trompoloco 
big top, bearing the name of a popular Cuban 
clown from the 1960s and 70s, and the 

entrance and complement to the Isla del Coco (Coconut 
Island) Amusement Park.

The big top, long a desire of Cuba’s National Circus, opened in 
2005 with the show Ritmo, Color y Fantasía (Rhythm, Color and 

Fantasy) and since then has become the place for a large audience 
to experience that most popular and ancient of performing arts.

The circus in Cuba, as elsewhere, is an art that is inherited 
and passed on. So much so that several generations: parents, 
sons and siblings, unite in a single act. All of them needing 
no convincing of the famous sentence of Ernest Hemingway: 
“The circus is the only show that, while you are watching, 
gives the impression of living in a dream.”

Circus in Cuba

A Contagious Passion
By Maggie Marín Ayarde

Photos by Courtesy of Circuba

The Trío Andelille at the Women’s Circus Princess 
Festival 2009 held in Stockholm, Sweden.

The Compañía Havana in the Flying Trapeze (Korean Style) 
at the Grand Prix Circuba 2009  La Habana, Cuba.
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A bit of history

the existence of jugglers, acrobats, mimes and prestidigitators 
in parks, squares and empty lots during the Corpus Christi 
festivities.

With the passing of time this cultural expression became 
rooted in several Cuban families. In the early 20th Century 
in Managüises, Matanzas, some 100 kilometres east of the 
capital, the Montalvo Brothers Circus made itself a name 
built on tradition.

The turning point for Cuban circus came in 1962 with 
the formation of the INIT Circus, when a blue four-mast 
tent was setup in the very center of Havana with space 
for all kinds of apparatus to dazzle the public and answer 
their questions. The circus toured all around the country 

family composition. 
In their travels through cities and the countryside, the 

artists provoked sighs and ovations, awakening a longing 
for their return. Then in 1968 the cradle of Circuba was 
created with the opening of the National Circus.

ten years later with the creation of an academy to multiply 

talent. The academy still exists to give Cuban youngsters 
access to vocational training by teachers, many of whom 
were trained by the artists of the former Soviet Union, at the 
time considered the best in the world.

Further strengthening of the circus art came in 1981 with 
the International Circuba Festival; a meeting event with 
highly competitive participants that won important awards 
in international arenas. After a hiatus that lasted several 
years, the festival reappeared in all its splendour in this  
century at the Havana Karl Marx Theatre, the largest in the 
country with capacity for 5,000 spectators.

The Compañía 
Havana won the 
Silver Orange at 
the 2010 World 
Circus Festival 
of Valencia, 
Spain, delivered 
for their  
performance 
in the Flying 
Trapeze (Korean 
Style).

Los Ovalerys won the Silver Lion Award at the 12th International 
Circus Festival of Wuqiao, China.
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Constant challenges
What is that intense feeling that causes someone to set 

his or her will over reason and attempt to defy the law of 

bird and we watch breathlessly as the trapeze artist repeats 
the aerial acts over and over again, controlling breathing, 
jumping and grasping at the precise moment. 

With the The Flight of the Bird trapeze act, the Montalvo 
Brothers won the Gold Medal at the Young Arena in Paris, 
France, in 1989 and wrote the name of Cuba at one of 
the most famous festivals on the planet. Other venues 
and festivals of the world, including Moscow, Pyongyang 
(Democratic Korea) and Karlovy Vary (Czechoslovakia), 
also granted medals and awards to representatives of the 
largest Caribbean archipelago. 

Collaterally with those awards, the Cuban circus has 
been rediscovered in Europe and other regions. More 
than a hundred artists have contracts in six European 
countries (Spain, France, Switzerland, Holland, Russia and 
Bulgaria). The Compañía Havana has an acrobatics act in 
the US Ringling Brothers Circus and nations like Japan, 

Los Ovalerys (1st generation) during one 
of their acrobatics act.
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Venezuela, Mexico and Grand Cayman also request Cuban 
circus artists.

This year, the Silver Orange of the World Circus Festival of 
Valencia, Spain, was delivered to the Compañía Havana for 
the Flying Trapeze (Korean Style). In 2009 the young twin 
brothers, Los Fernández, won the Silver Acrobat Award at 
the Second International Circus Festival of Albacete, Spain.

The previous year, Los Ovalerys, the most recognized group 
of the season, won two precious awards: the Silver Lion at the 
12th International Circus Festival of Wuqiao, China, and the 
Bronze Acrobat in Albacete, Spain. The Trío Andelille, with 
their unicycles, won third place in the Women’s Circus Princess 
Festival 2009 held in Stockholm, Sweden.

Cuban circus artists travel the world with their legendary 
passion and traditions reaping applause as they challenge 
danger in every show, reinforcing their well-earned 
reputation.

Los Fernández, won the Silver Acrobat Award at the 
Second International Circus Festival of Albacete, 
Spain.

The Montalvo Brothers at the Young 
Arena in Paris, France, in 1989.
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International Congress LABIOFAM 2010. Natural Products 

Symposium in Therapy Against Cancer. 

Convention Palace, Havana City, September 28 to October 1.

Summer Events in Cuba

17th International Festival Romerías de Mayo. 

Holguín, May 2 to 8.

30th International Tourism Fair FitCuba 2010, 

Morro Cabaña. 

Havana City, May 3 to 8. 

International Fair Cubadisco 2010.

Havana City, May 15 to 23. 

60th

Tournament, Marina Hemingway.

Havana City, May 24 to 29. 

2nd Continental Meeting of Presidents of the World Association 

of Chefs Societies, Hotel Nacional de Cuba. 

Havana City, June 1 to 3. 

30th Caribbean Festival, the Festival of Fire. 

Santiago de Cuba, July 3 to 9.
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Habanerasin Havana
By Heidy  /  Photos by José Tito Meriño
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H (Havana 

Tres Lindas Cubanas
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Ana Gladys Falcón
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The long history of golf in Cuba has never been 
fully recognized internationally. Some Cubans 
can currently be found on the two existing courses 
[Varadero International and Boyeros Club of 

Golf Havana], but most of the golfers are foreign tourists  
or ex-pats living in Cuba. However, two more golf course 
resorts are planned: one in Matanzas and the other in Guanabo.

Boyeros Club de Golf Havana
Boyeros Club de Golf Havana, in the Havana suburbs, is 

natural landscape of sloping hills, a variety of trees and other 

might even occasionally see a cow or goat wandering across 
a fairway.

It was originally designed in 1943 by an Englishman as a 
small, three-hole course. At that time the course was associated 
with the old Havana Country Club and only members of the 
club, who happened to be all British or Americans, were 
permitted to play there.

After the Revolution, the course was opened to the public in 

Over the years the course was developed further with 9 holes, 
but by doubling up, 18 holes are possible.

Golf
in Cuba
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Orlando, at 71, is one of the oldest Cuban golf instructors. 
He has a 10 handicap and has been at the course for the last 

Maradona, played the course during the four years he lived in 
Cuba and, due to his leg injury, was the only golfer permitted to 
use a motorized cart.

The club is a convenient, 20-30 minutes from center city 
Havana. It has a restaurant and bar, swimming pool, and 

sometimes hear the poolside salsa and reggae from the fairways.
Membership is 45 CUC per person per month, 60 CUC per 

couple per month. For non-members, a 9 hole game is 20 CUC; 
30 CUC for 18 holes. If you don’t bring your own, rental of 
golf equipment is 15 CUC with golf instructors and caddies 
available for a fee.

Varadero International Golf Course
The Vardero peninsula, famous for its beaches and all-inclusive 

hotels, is a two-hour drive from Havana and boasts a golf course 
of international standards. Near many of the hotels, the 9 and  
18-hole courses are laid out between palm trees, caves and 
lakes, at times approaching breathtaking beaches on the Gulf of 
Mexico.

Varadero Golf Club
Xanadu Mansion

Dupont de Nemours
Varadero - Cuba 

Tel. 53 45 668482
Fax. 53 45 668481

Email: 
info@varaderogolfclub.com 

Habana:
Havana Golf Club

Carretera de Vento, Km.8, 
Capdevila, Boyeros, Havana.

Telephone: 537 6498918
Email:

tamaravf@cimex.com.cu
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Its challenging or Target Golf design is of modern style with 
narrow roads and heavily protected greens surrounded by sand 
traps and lakes. The course has several salt water lakes that 
connect directly with the sea, a feature that makes it almost 
unique worldwide. The Varadero Club has a players’ reception 
at the Caddie House, a Pro Shop and Snack Bar. The ‘19th 

of the course, the sea and the miles of pristine white beaches 
along the coast. Naturally, the bar is the place to end your 
game with a chilled Mojito or iced cold beer.

Back when the DuPont family owned much of Varadero 
peninsula, there were very few hotels, and the famous 
French-American multimillionaire, Dupont de Nemours, 
commissioned an 18-hole golf course that opened in  
December 1931.

The course is overlooked by the famous Xanadu Mansion, 
the former DuPont Villa. The mansion is a magic place and 
the most authentic in Varadero since it was there where the 
peninsula planning began, the great project of DuPont, who 
left Cuba in 1957. The mansion’s restaurant is the ideal place 

a Havana cigar as you watch the sunset over the Gulf of 
Mexico. It also has six guest bedrooms and a bar on the top 

The club continues expanding its ambitious facilities, 

professionals and instructors from the Cuban Golf Federation. 
It has the organized international golf tournaments and hosted 
European Challenge Tour Grand Finals. 

Left to right: Gabriel, Iliuska and Orlando.

a driving range and putting practice greens. Green Fees for 9 
holes is 48 CUC, 18 holes is 70 CUC. Rental of golf equipment 
is 30 CUC with cart rental also 30 CUC. Golf instructors are 
available for an extra fee.

Up and coming Cuban golf star
There are a small number of Cubans who play golf and one of 

the promising Cuban women is Iliuska Gonzales William, who 

playing professionally.
Iliuska, born and raised in Holguin, is 25 years old and now 

lives in Havana. She spent three years studying gastronomy in 
college and is now studying English and IT computing. Iliuska 
practices and plays as often as she can between her studies 
and working out at a gym, and has one of Cuba’s best golf 

There are regular monthly golf tournaments at Boyeros where 

pink to match her golf equipment. She also often goes with her 

international standard golf course and improve her skills.
It is hoped that golf will become more recognized in Cuba 

so that Cuban golfers will have the opportunity to play in 
international tournaments and even in the 2016 Olympics in 
the UK. Perhaps Iliuska will be one of them.

Iliuska Gonzales William.
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People 
Pleasing 

Music

L
Bajo la Piel

Bajo la Piel

By Mireya Castañeda
Photos by Boris Muriedas 

and courtesy of Leoni Torres
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- Can you tell our readers about your beginnings?

Vieja 

pero se mantiene

- When and why did you decide to sing as a solo 

artist?

plans for recordings?

 La 

mujer ideal Si yo fuese tú 

- How do you choose the songs? What are you 

looking for in them?

- What’s it been like to go from singing in a 

band like La Charanga to a solo act?

www.cubaplus.ca 45
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- Let’s talk about the band and the future….

- There are several young bands in the island 

characteristic? What are you betting on to 

achieve distinction and triumph?

www.cubaplus.ca46
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right?

- As a composer, what do you think of the 

panorama of the youth and popular music in Cuba?

- What do you want to achieve?

www.cubaplus.ca 47
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in the World 

www.photosubcuba.com

of Neptune

Adventure 
By Roberto F. Campos / Photos by MINTUR
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First Place
Fernando Olivares

Second Place
Pedro Martínez

Third Place 
Héctor Sardiñas

Macro 
Photo 
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Atmosphere
with Model 

First Place
Carlos Otero

Second Place
Fernando Olivares

Third Place 
Héctor Sardiñas
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First Place
José A. Cañibano

Second Place
Marco Bollettinari

Third Place 
Héctor Sardiñas

Atmosphere
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First Place
Marco Bollettinari

Second Place
Efren Guerra

Third Place 
Héctor Sardiñas

Fish
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Observe the difference
By Amelia Roque / Photos  Courtesy  Aldecoa Project
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Contemporaneity is the word
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Santa María 252, 
corner with Ulloa.
Aldecoa District, 

Plaza de la Revolución,
Havana 

Telephone: (537) 881-6237
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“
In the beginning, I saw lots of orphans arriving in a  

semi-vegetative state. Most of them in wheelchairs and some 

even on stretchers, with lifeless faces and a total absence of 

smiles that made a huge impression on us and demanded a 

 

and from all the people supporting their work.

How much satisfaction in two decades? An enormous 

amount. I’m a teacher and I came to this villa when it was still 

the former summer camp for Cuban school students. I was 

18 and now I am 48 years old. I know what it is to work with 

children, but, it was working in this program that I reached my 

real potential. 

There are many things about this experience that have 

marked me. First, the humane professionalism of our 

doctors and specialists who work neither for personal gain or 

aggrandizement would leave anyone dumbfounded. Nor will I 

ever forget that during the extremely hard times of the 1990´s 

– the so-called Special Period – we were able to guarantee 

indispensable resources, the food and medicines needed. 

The Cuban mothers who work here even brought clothes and 

toys for the orphans who were alone. Those were gruelling 

years but at the same time very comforting because the quality 

of attention did not diminish an iota, not from the work of the 

specialists or paramedics either.

We receive emails and letters from the Ukraine every day 

from those kids who are today grown men and women. 

They tell us of their lives and how they have evolved and 

By Julio César Mejías Cárdenas  /  Photos by José (Tito) Meriño

www.cubaplus.ca58
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Twenty years ago, in several facilities at Tarara, 
Cuba, a marvellous program of specialized medical 

Chernobyl electronuclear plant accident. To this 
date, more than 20,000 Ukrainian patients have 

necessarily related to the catastrophe, are attended 
by Cuban specialists and paramedics.

there is also a Cuban multidisciplinary team in charge of their  

follow-up.

The Value of a Smile

At first, we were taking care of thousands of children 

directly affected by the catastrophe, although by now 

there is a ministerial commission that updates the cases, 

categorized by family impact. That commission delivers 

case files to a Cuban multidisciplinary group in the Ukraine 

in charge of assessing which pathologies can be treated in 

Cuba.

The group is made up of specialists in dermatology, 

haematology and endocrinology together with a psychologist 

and a translator. We are the only country that still provides 

specialized medical attention to Chernobyl victims and their 

descendants.

www.cubaplus.ca 59
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Cristina Wants To Become A Psychologist
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FASHION

Hands to 
Dream

Photos by Boris Muriedas
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The BAZAR collection, awarded 

at the International Art Fair 

FIART 2009, bears the mark of 

international competition well as 

national fashion legitimacy.

 As a challenge to the imagination, Obniel García 

Manresa and brothers Ortelio Fidel and Nedel 

Aguilera Alba, members of the MANOS (Hands) 

Project from Santa Clara, proved on the catwalk 

the immense sinuous artistic possibilities possible 

for high couture.

Nothing was overlooked in their elegant  

bags.
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Left to Right: Brothers Ortelio F. and 
Nedel Aguilera Alba with Obniel
García Manresa: the designers of the 
Project Mano (Hands).
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Canadian writer Margaret Atwood, winner 

of the Arthur C. Clarke Award and Prince of 

Asturias Award for Literature, traveled to Cuba 

in February to present a volume of 67 of her 

short stories, a reminiscence revealing her in all her literary 

royalty and splendour.

Entitled The Resplendent Quetzal and Other Stories, 

published by the Cuban publishing house Arte y Literatura, 

the 200 page volume was presented during Havana’s 19th 

International Book Fair 2010; inciting the reader, in the arms 

of an intelligence whose nerves and muscles are almost 

palpable, to become an unapologetic traveler into Atwood’s 

work.

“It’s a compilation I made just for Cuba” said Atwood during 

an encounter with the public at Morro- Cabaña Park, the 

outdoor space bordered by trees and the sea across Havana 

harbour from the city, and Havana’s venue for the Book Fair.

spectrum from 1977 to 2006.”

The book is all that she is, revealing her powerful talent, her 

wit, her sometimes sarcastic, sharp, stabbing humour. Her 

irreverent irony, sometimes bitter but also compassionate, 

and her control of language as if each story brought along 

the exact words needed. Those and no others: precise, 

polished, lucid and organic.

It is not a secret that she writes by hand “because I sense 

a very natural way onto the pen and paper”. She later 

transcribes. She is not methodical, but is a compulsive 

workaholic, she confesses.

Margaret Atwood

A Princess
of Letters

 Goes to Cuba
By Anubis Galardy Céspedes

Photos by Emilio Herrera
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Perhaps that is the explanation for the perfect harmony 

between the language and what is narrated, the way it 

slides and traps the reader in an embrace from which there 

is no escape. She always goes to the foundation to reveal 

the disturbing and unexpected in human nature. 

While in Cuba she spoke of her literary beginnings. She 

grew up in northern Canada where her father was a forest 

entomologist who studied insects. In the winters she lived 

in the city and in summers in the backwoods of Northern 

Quebec.

“Back then, there was no TV, movies, radio, libraries or even 

other people close by, except for the scientists that visited from 

time to time. But there were books, many books. If it rained 

there was nothing else to do but read. And it rained a lot.”

said that for a long time she had wanted to participate in 

to do so.

She said that she was pleased to have succeeded this year 

“at a particularly interesting time, when the publishing 

meeting is dedicated to Russia as guest of honour; both 

One of her most constant worries, besides women’s 

issues, is environmental deterioration. “We have come to a 
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time”, she stressed, “in which collaboration will not only be 

possible but necessary.” “Nature does not need us, but we 

need nature,” she warned. 

Although she did not have much time to visit the fair and 

its pavilions, she was impressed by the quantity of books 

she said.

referring to Cuban writer Alejo Carpentier’s narrative, 

Atwood said she is attracted by its suggestive quality “that 

area in which reality touches fantasy and invention.”

Petite and dynamic, Atwood at 71 continues writing with 

the same determination and devotion with which she 

entered the world of words at 16. As she has remarked on 

numerous occasions, her work “has to do with desire and 

darkness, or maybe with the compulsion to penetrate it and 

with a bit of luck, take some light out.”

Inside the Fair

The Cuban publishing event was also enriched by the 

presence, besides Atwood, of two other great writers: 

Atwood’s dear friend, Nobel prizewinner in literature South 

a depth of aesthetic erudition, an irreverent personality 

and an iconoclastic and trespassing spirit, Russian Yevgeny 

Yevtushenko.

With an extensive work dedicated to denouncing racial 

discrimination in her country, Gordimer spoke of her 

professing a faith put to the test over and over again since 

she decided, at age 26, to open the doors of literature.

the same convictions that caused her to confront all forms 

of injustice.
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“Writers are committed to the exploration of life, but we 

are not only writers, we are also citizens of a country”, 

said Gordimer, speaking to the audience at the fair, where 

she presented the Cuban edition of her novel A Sport of 

Nature.

“Life is a profound and marvellous mystery in all of its 

aspects: cultural, social, political. We are human beings with 

human responsibilities” she noted.

Yevtushenko brought a short poetry collection, Stolen 

Apples, and strolled around Morro-Cabaña Park like someone 

pleasantly sailing on a sea of print.

a trip that took it all over the island until its closure on March 

7 in Santiago de Cuba, the Cuba 2010 International Book Fair 

dealt with seven million books, more than a thousand titles 

and 200 novelties covering a great diversity of intellectual 

and culture spheres.

kilometre area, an exhibit ranging from the most iconic of 

Russian literature, Chekov, Gogol, Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, 

Sholojov, to those most recent. There was also a space 

diplomatic relations between Cuba and Russia.

Some 200 exhibitors, two laureate Cuban writers, Reynaldo 

González and sociologist and historian María del Carmen 

Barcia, and a large theoretical and artistic program 

books were sold and more than half a million people attended 

the fair.

Cuba’s Minister of Culture Abel Prieto noted that the 

book fair, with rigor and quality as a premise, once again 

strengthened itself in a feast of diversity, far from any type 

of dogma or sectarianism and farther still from tendencies 

and prejudices.

New Catalogue of Cuban Serial Publications

During the 19th International Cuban Book Fair 2010, the 

Cuban Book Institute’s Periodical Publications Division 

presented the 10th Catalogue of Cuban Publications that 

includes magazines and newspapers issued in Cuba, both 

digitally and in print.

During the presentation division 

chief Patricia L. George explained 

that the catalogue is a compendium 

the island, with detailed information 

about each. This is an extremely 

important tool for scholars and 

researchers.

 Nobel prizewinner in literature South African 
Nadine Gordimer.
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This publication by the Peruvian publishing house “The Smallest Books in the World” is aspiring to enter the Guinness World 
Records as the largest book ever exhibited in an effort to promote reading pleasure and custom.With a strong and light cover, 
weighing 230 kg and 380 together with the pedestal, its 150 laminated pages were sewn by hand. Its gigantic size is in huge con-
trast with the smallest book also exhibited by the publishing house at the fair.
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At Artechef you will always dine well because 
of the synergy of a very select group of Cuban 
chefs and cuisine experts who suggest the best 
for the diners.

This is a project of the Federation of Culinary Associations 
of the Republic of Cuba (FACRC) which gathers volunteer 
culinary arts professionals from all over the country and 
connects them with their peers from around the globe.

In a restaurant designed for the purpose, members create the 
opportunities to taste the best of Cuban cuisine in the most 

recipes.
It is a relatively small but cozy place in Havana’s Vedado 

neighbourhood; quite appealing for both locals and foreign 

visitors interested in getting to know the correspondence of 
several cultures in Cuba’s recipe collection. 

The goals of the restaurant are technical, specialized 
and educational, met through the teaching chefs and other  
cuisine-related professionals who are always willing to please.

Moreover, Artechef, on the corner of 3rd and A Streets, is a 
constantly developing workshop with 50 seats in the restaurant 
and 20 in the classroom. Yes, apart from its welcoming main 
room and cozy lounge, Artechef has a demonstration cooking 
classroom where foreign and Cuban faculty meet, resulting in 
better service to the diner. Artechef is open from noon to 11 at 
night, Monday through Sunday. 

It is a luxury in recipes and excellence of service providing 
limitless appeal for the most demanding client.

By Roberto F. Campos / Photos Tito Meriño

Great Cuisine in Cuba with Chef Eddy

Excellent Restaurants

Great Cuisine in Cuba with Chef Eddyy

Excellent Restaurants
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The Federation of Culinary Associations of the 
Republic of Cuba.
This professional body is the highest governmental 

and administrative culinary organization in 
the island with branches nationwide, including 
community groups (provincial and municipal 
associations) and individuals (chefs, culinary 
workers and related professionals), presently led 
by Master Chef Eddy Fernandez and, as Honorary 
President for Life, Dr. Gilberto Smith Duquesne, 
internationally known for his lobster recipes.

Cuban Cooks
According to FACRC President Eddy Fernández, the 

organization was created 20 years ago. It groups 40 
related specialties and serves more than 200,000 
workers in the sphere, of which some 60,000 belong 
to the guild.
The Federation is part of the World Association 

of Chefs Societies (English acronym WACS), the 
Association of Gastronomic Restaurateurs of the 
Americas, and the French Culinary Academy.

Contact Information
ARTECHEF - Calle 3ra y A, Vedado, Ciudad de La Habana

e-mail: cubachef@ceniai.inf.cu
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To speak of the legend of Cuban bikers, 

one needs to talk about the owners of 

Harley-Davidsons.

and a year later, according to the magazine 

Prinetti & Stucchi in Milan, Italy entered the port of Havana. 

as fuel.

Then in the United States in 1903, Arthur Davidson 

and Walter and William S. Harley started the opportune 

room in their home. Four years later the Harley-Davidson 

Motor Company made its appearance.

The precursors of the motorcycle market in Havana 

were Cristián Bru and José Presas, two traders who 

dedicated their lives to motors on the island. But by 1917, 

market with Harley-Davidson bikes in competitions.

However, despite their skill and fascination, they could 

not maintain market dominance there faced with the 

competition from British motorbikes. In the 1920’s the 

company was sold to José Luis Bretos, a motorcycle 

merchant in eastern Santiago de Cuba.

With fresh capital and Bretos at the helm, the Harley 

business in Havana had a new dawn. Why not say it? As 

happened in the US, Bretos’ money, intelligence and 

experience, together with his good relations with the 

police, guaranteed the supremacy of the brand in Cuba 

both in the civilian and military markets.

In those years, the Indian and Harley-Davidson 

motorcycles became the absolute masters of the Cuban 

HARLEY DAVIDSON’S     
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Left to Right, Latin American Motorcycle Association (LAMA) 
president, Adolfo Prieto and Dominic Soave.

Classic Rider Andrew Gyenes with Dominic Soave.
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market. There was nothing better than a motorbike 

to get around in a city growing by leaps and bounds. 

trips, move heavy loads, and make home deliveries. 

The most popular were the Baby Harley Super 10 

for its ease of maintenance, the famous Hydra Glide 

Bretos gained a greater market share in Cuba with the 

comfortable, quiet GE Servi-Car model, with its three 

point support and V shaped two cylinder engine that 

made it easy for novices to ride to sell ice cream!

engine, which had several improvements over the earlier 

“Knuckleheads” including aluminium cylinder heads to 

reduce weight and improve cooling, and self-adjusting 

hydraulic lifters. In addition, the new front suspension 

had hydraulically-damped telescopic forks that absorbed 

vibration on both sides, something not achieved by 

its predecessors. The improved seat also had a spring 

system making the “Buddy Seat” more comfortable for 

both driver and a companion.

a production of more than 6,000 units, the largest for 

Harley-Davidson that year, as prices became accessible 

for bike lovers all over the world.

Harley-Davidson management policy: improved image 

among consumers, facilitated delivery, increased 

advertising and commitment to the brand. 

     CLASSIC RIDERS IN CUBA
Text and Photos by Onelio García Pérez and Cubaplus
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Caravanning to Havana’s Colon Cemetery on Father’s Day.Sergio Morales (right) with club members in the 1970’s.
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of accessibility of parts causing great concern among bike 

owners who watched their motors slowly dying in garages 

and backyards.

of owners of classic and old engines woke up and began to 

Owners of Harley Davidson in Havana” was created in 1977.

In June 1991, the brilliant mechanic of Spanish origin, 

esteemed among bikers that they began the custom of 

caravanning to Havana’s Colon Cemetery each Father’s 

Day in homage to deceased bikers; it is known as Absent 

Motorbiker Day. 

Corrales as president. Its goal was to help its members 

exchange information and spare parts and organize rides 

on the beautiful and uneven roads of the island. Among its 

various activities, MOCLAC organizes some important social 

initiatives, such as special amusement days for youngsters in 

hospitals.

It was not until the visit to Havana of Mario Nieves, 

international president of The Latin American Motorcycle 

Yamil and Yazmín (left), Adrian and Ariadna (right): 
not only humans have twins, Harley Davidson also 
provides.
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contacts with local bikers that a chapter of that association 

was created in Havana. It was the start of a new stage 

among members of both MOCLAC and LAMA.

Then on February 10, 2002, English motorbike owners 

founded the Classic English Motor Team of Havana 

antique engines.

All motorbike lovers gather on Saturday evenings at the 

Today, an incredible traveling motorcycle museum has 

become a major tourist attraction. In fact, some members 

even organize tours of the island for bikers from all parts of 

the world, who either bring their own bikes or use those of 

the Club for a unique experience.

Marc Whittingham, President CCC and the Harlistas of Cuba.
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Aparadise where boats are not competing for space 

reading now, if you are intrigued please, continue.

Lying in the lee of Cuba there are archipelago’s stretching 

roughly north east to south west encompassing Isla de la 

Juventud, Cayo Largo And Jardines de la Reina (Gardens of the 

been designated by the Cuban authorities as protected marine 

parks incorporating many thousands of square miles with a 

there are chains of desert islands untouched by man, inhabited 

Mangrove systems cover the islands separated by channels, 

systems in the world which protects the nurseries and feeding 

grounds for a variety of predators. If this were a mathematical 

equation these factors would add up to Tarpon.

Due to the diligence and vision of two men, Giuseppe “Pepe” 

Omegna and Filippo Invernizzi, Avalon Fishing Centers are the 

only organization with access and permission to operate in all this 

vast area of water.

Inspired by the desire to create a unique opportunity for visiting 

anglers they have developed a true angling Eldorado.

and year on year I have witnessed the improvement and increase 

Tarpon   
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in Tarpon size and numbers. Today Avalon Fishing Centers in 

aboard options to cater for all tastes and requirements. 

Tarpon roam in a pristine environment, where their only threat 

rod. At Avalon Fishing Centers they are operating in Cuba to 

ensure your wildest dreams can be realised.

la Juventud is unpressured due to the vastness of the area and 

the managed approach of limited numbers of anglers being 

regulated by Avalon Fishing Centers.

Tarpon here range from small 20lb fish right through to fish 

well in excess of 100lbs and they all regard the expansive 

flats as huge dining tables. All the well known usual flies 

work here, tied up with 100lb tippets because these fish are 

not shy and generally inhale anything in front of them. There 

are Tarpon here all year round in all the locations, however, 

high season is when the very big Tarpon migrate to the flats 

from March to August in abundance. Add to these lots of 

Bonefish and Permit and in the case of Isla de la Juventud 

and Cayo Largo there are also lots of Snook and all this 

tallies up to world class fisheries. So for anglers who like a 

challenge this is a fantastic place to try for a Grand Slam (I’ve 

opportunity than here.

 Paradise
By Richard M. Ward
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At all three locations the guides have a wealth of knowledge 

the chances are you may not see another boat all day.

going to breakfast. Once breakfast is over your guide will be 

waiting for you, he has already stowed your rods and equipment 

plus lunch and copious amounts of drinks on board and then you 

boat into the optimum position for you to make your cast, he will 

and then, as they say, the rest is up to you. This procedure will 

be repeated all day, being interrupted only for lunch and drinks 

breaks until you arrive back at base for cocktails and pizza to be 

followed later by an excellent dinner where you and your fellow 

anglers will recall the stories of the day. Tomorrow you will awake 

in paradise and have to do it all over again!!

As for tackle I prefer a 12 weight rod teamed up with a very 

with similar backing and leader butt just about covers it. There 

It is imperative that your reel has a very good, reliable drag 

system because these Tarpon will test the angler and tackle to 

the limit. Remember, please make sure all your knots are tied 

them, ask your guide to tie them. It’s gut wrenching to see your 

be and a large Tarpon spooking away with it. I keep as many as 

terminated in a double Surgeons Loop. This is attached loop to 

loop to the butt leader and the other end of the hard line is joined 

knots won’t let you down. Balanced tackle and the all important 

When handling Tarpon for photographs, please try to support 

the entire length of its body between the two of you. Sit with 

its weight in water compared to when its lifted out and with all 

that weight stretching it’s spine and organs  it does absolutely 
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dangerous causing injury to the occupants, death or injury to 

are not taken from the water at all because let’s face it, some of 

the best shots are taken in the water.

Never leave a Tarpon until you are sure it is fully revived, 

after all it is the most noble quarry, lets treat it with respect, 

remember it has just given you the ultimate thrill in angling 

and taking care of them today and tomorrow means they will 

be bigger next year.

Once hooked, your Tarpon will do everything it can to destroy 

you, your tackle and your competence as an angler so don’t 

wear items such as loose forceps clipped to your clothing, 

zingers, cell phone pouches on your belt or anything that 

could get caught up in your line as it leaps from the deck, 

already stacked against you, why increase them. Anticipate 

“down and dirty”, if your rod is pointing upright it is being used 

have no time for people who play Tarpon for hours, it does the 

should be boated in less than 30 minutes.
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locations and countries you get to judge success by the 

average returns of yourself and other anglers, typically, say 

3 Tarpon jumped and 1 boated would be classed as good for 

most destinations. At Avalon locations in Cuba my average 

armoury, raw power, blistering speed punching holes in the 

ocean. Bars of silver in the sky, captured in a millisecond 

in your mind’s eye and committed to remain in your 

to pre-empt the Tarpons next move. You win often enough 

to want more. You lose often enough to make winning an 

obsession. Tarpon anglers understand this perverse logic 

you can encounter here is phenomenal. My boat partner 

of many years, Jack Simpson and I have lost count of the 

of 100lb plus at the same time because the angler on the 

two anglers change places then the second angler hooks up 

and bingo, you have to be nimble and quick in order to avoid 

boated. Not for the faint of heart though it does indicate 

just how good it can get.

Pepe and Filippo have proven that sustained quality 

and improved and yet they are are still researching and 

investigating new areas with a view to the future, can’t 

wait!!!

Avalon Fleet I - Jardines de la Reina 
The Avalon Fleet I is heaven on earth. You will queen size beds, 

jacuzzi, lounge to make you feel at home.

La Tortuga - Jardines de la Reina
La Tortuga is a large 110-foot double deck houseboat that 

accommodate two anglers each.

Halcon - Jardines de la Reina
The Halcon is a recently refurbished luxury yacht with Seventy-

Five feet in length perfect for groups of eight to ten anglers.

Caballones - Jardines de la Reina
Caballones is a very comfortable yacht, fully refurbished in 2006.

La Reina - Jardines de la Reina
La Reina is a comfortable yacht, fully refurbished at the end 

conditioned.

South Ana María
This is a new destination in the Gulf of Ana Maria, close to the 

famous archipelago of Jardines de la Reina.

Perola - Isla de la Juventud
A luxury yacht that will take you to the most remote and 

Hotel Rancho - Isla de la Juventud
Located on the outskirts of Gerona, the Isle of Youth’s largest 

Avalon Cayo Largo
The hotel Sol Club Cayo Largo all inclusive resort and the 

extremely charming Villa Marinera are located on Cayo Largo 

del Sur.

Booking Information:

Filippo Invernizzi: Tel: +5492615675576 or

Booking Department:
Matias Gimenez: 

Find more information at: 
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A Trip of 500 Years
Chorro de Maíta Native Village

Visiting Chorro de Maíta is like making 
a fantastic trip through time. The most 
important archaeological site in Cuba 
and the major indigenous cemetery of 

the Caribbean is on the northern coast of Holguin, 750 
kilometres east of Havana.

This village, also called Yaguajay Yucayeque Turey - the 
Resplendent Sky Village in the Arauca language - has nestled 
for 500 years in the shadow of Yaguajay, a summit of the 
Maniabón Mountains.

The mysteries of life and death are presented to visitors     

preserved in their original shape, length and depth.  Although 
excavation began in the 1930s, the site was discovered in 

1976 by archaeologist and intellectual José Manuel Guarch 
del Monte.

Chorro de Maíta (Maíta Spring) was named for the 
former owner of the farm estate in the 18th Century and for 
a famous spring located in the area.

Many years of work revealed the greatest indigenous 

have proven there lived a group of natives dedicated to 
agriculture and pottery. Further studies have indicated 

community on the site some ten thousand years ago.

fragments and stone and shell pendants of the region are 
exhibited here, while mortars and necklace beads form part 

By Rubén Rodríguez  /  Photos: Amauris Betancourt
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of the museum’s heritage and allow us to experience the 

Cross-cultural evidence is clear. Together with Spanish 
pots, adornments, tin fragments and bells, there are Christian 
burials with outstretched extremities, arms crossed over 
chest and skulls with no deformation, along with the burial 
and beauty customs of the natives.

Among the remains was found the skeleton of a young 
white man, possibly Spanish, who apparently lived among 
the natives and seems to have been appreciated, since he 
received their burial treatment.

Another enigma deals with a necklace found with a 
princess, probably aged 18-22: the ornament unique in 
Cuba, made of coral, quartz, pearls and golden beads with 
the head of a golden bird representing the god of creation 
in Aruaca mythology. 

Only a road separates this burial ground from the 
mysteries of another life, the replica of a Taino village, 
such as Admiral Christopher Columbus found when he 
called Cuba the most beautiful land human eyes have ever 
seen.

According to Dr. Guarch del Monte, this area, a kind of 

Aruaca people from the north of South America who lived 
in the Antilles.

The complete 22,000 square metres of the primitive 
village are not reproduced, but the replica does include 
three great circular huts or caneyes where natives lived 
collectively and in which they performed their rituals, 
as well as smaller intermediate huts where they cooked 
and worked their pottery, and a vara-en-tierra, a small hut 
where they protected their instruments.
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A walk among the Tainos, frozen in time, is more realistic 
thanks to father and son sculptors Argelio Cobiellas and 

original shape, facial traits and color of skin of Cuban Tainos.
On average, men and women were no more than 5’2’’ tall, 

deformed their newborns’ heads and died at the early age of 45.

and ornaments made of stone, shells and feathers accompanied 

by elements they used in their daily chores. The outside is 
decorated and painted with the same design but in clay.

Chorro de Maíta is located in the Banes municipality, also 
known as the Archaeological Capital of Cuba, only seven 
kilometres from Guardalavaca beach, in Holguin’s tourist area.

The white sand, warm temperatures and vegetation are the 

Yaguajay Yucayeque Turey: the Resplendant Sky Village.

Chorro de Maita
Contact Information

(5324) 430201
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Apart from tackles and the typical 

roughness of rugby, sportsmen 

from Canada raised another 

friendship bridge with their 

colleagues from Cuba when the 

First International Rugby 7s Tournament, initiated  

by the Dog River Howlers Club, took place in  

Havana, Cuba in late February.

The strong Canadian team, with players like Ryan 

Nicolás Arencibia, was one of the main sensations 

of the competition held at the Eduardo Saborit 

Sport Centre in western Havana. The Dog River 

Howlers, based in Regina, Saskatchewan, has 

mostly Canadian players, although it keeps its 

doors open for players from all over the world.

Not only Smith and Arencibia, the latter formerly 

of Chile’s main rugby team, brought the audience, 

more used to baseball, boxing, volleyball and track 

another friendship link           
between Cuba and Canada

h f i dd hhhi li k

Rugby,
By Adrián Mengana Martínez 
 Photos by José (Tito) Meriño
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Twelve teams and players from more than 10 countries 

captured the attention of a quite young crowd. There could 

have been no better time to get the message out about 

everyone in sports-mad Cuba was in front of the TV when this 

strange new sport made its way into the headlines. 

great ambition of Dog River Howler president Karl Fix. It was 

Fix, a great supporter of the competition, who presented the  

José Martí Cup to the Howlers, the competition’s absolute 

winner.

Fix traveled to Havana three years ago and was so impressed 

with the passion of Cubans for sports that he set himself to 

Canada in the Third Games of the Bolivarian Alliance for the 

Peoples of Our America held in Havana in 2009.

Fix said he has high hopes to see Cubans in the rugby world 

elite in about 10 years, and didn’t rule out the possibility of 

seeing them participating in an Olympics, since he trusts 

their athletic talent and profound love for sports. He recalled 

that rugby provides players with positive qualities such as 

www.cubaplus.ca 89

Scrumhalf’s Lester and Nicolas 
Arencibia with howler # 57 facing 

the Cuban front row.
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He explained that he supports growth of rugby, not only for 

Cuba, but in other Latin American projects, where he hopes 

fans will be seduced by the speed, power and intelligence of the 

game.

He also noted that mutual aid is a norm for rugby; as Englishmen 

helped Canada in its development, we Canadians do it with Latin 

Americans. We are convinced we will get greater attention since 

we’ve returned to the Olympics, he added.

 Rugby received the best news in its history when it was 

approved last year by the International Olympics Committee to 

return to the Olympics – it previously was present in Paris 1900, 

With that idea, Cubans need to face foreign teams to get 

created October 12, 1992 at the University of Havana by Catalan 

Ricardo Martínez, and the players named it Indios Caribe. 

the country.

Each year seven or eight foreign teams come to the island to 

compete and train with national teams, said Erick Gutiérrez, 

president of the Cuban Rugby Federation. Gutiérrez also 

expressed appreciation for the help provided by Fix and 

Canadian authorities to establish the groundwork of Cuban 

Rugby and foster its development, not only in Cuba but also in 

other Latin American countries.

international clubs in the tournament is a great impetus for the 

competition in Central America and the Caribbean.

The Central Caribbean Rugby players will have their main 

in Georgetown in Guyana, one of the venues of the Mayagüez 

rugby has been receiving close attention from the Department 

of Recreational Activities of the National Institute of Sports and 

than later, might include Rugby among the high performance 

sports for the great joy of a sports loving people.

Dairi and Deulys 
in action against a 

Mexican side.

Injured player Yassel tended by General Coordinator of Cuban 
Rugby Max Bouix
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Spain established several Catholic celebrations 
in Cuba, like the Corpus Christi procession  
and ceremony. Later other, more profane, 
elements were incorporated. Africans, especially, 

participated with their expressive customs. In the 16th Century 
this provoked protests from the colonial authorities regarding 
the presence of non religious elements and, particularly, those 
taken from African religions.

Among the most important ways of preserving the customs 
and traditions of the African slaves brought to Cuba were the 
cabildos. These institutions played a major role in integrating 
the slaves into colonial life. “From Seville to the Indies, 
wherever there was a large group of Africans, came the black 
cabildos and guilds reproducing metropolitan organization,” 
wrote Don Fernando Ortiz, the greatest scholar of  
Afro-Cuban culture. They celebrated festivals of Catholic 
saints in the religious or profane ways of their native lands. 
At celebrations In these cabildos, members sometimes acted 
scenes and dances parodying the kings and queens, always to 
the beat of the drums from their native lands.

African roots were especially important in the Afro-

obvious examples of colonial theatre in which the actors 
were slaves. Fernando Ortiz left us with a vivid description  
of those celebrations: A unique day in which the cabildos 
of African blacks and their descendants joined together for, 
what we would call today, a great “happening”. The entire 
city became an unimaginable stage only comparable to some 
carnivals of European cities. Those Epiphany parties were 
antecedents of the Caribbean carnivals.

We, like Ortiz, can consider the ceremonies of the different 
religions of African origin practiced in Cuba as theatre; 

Abakuá Society.
In the sacred places where different religions of African 

origin are conserved and circulated, the syncretism with 
Catholicism is represented in a ritual theatre, invisible to 
neophytes, where mythology based in a rich tradition of oral 
literature has its expression in performance ritual.

Additionally, the theatre of “relations”, linked to the 
carnivals of Santiago de Cuba in which mostly black and 
mulattos participate with some poor whites, is another 
example of African theatre, to comedy theatre unrelated to 
commercial acting. 

Survival 
of African 

Theatre

Customs 
and traditions

By Inés María Martiatu
Ilustration Leonardo Cuervo
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Daiquiri
A recipe for a 
refreshing cocktail

Add to ice in a blender:
 

       lemon juice, 

Blend and strain into a cocktail glass. 
That’s all there is to it! 
You may garnish with a cherry to appear 

professional.

Strawberry
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         Lamb  
           Parmesan

Preparation:

lamb chop slices and one cup red wine.

Add leftover béchamel sauce, a little soy sauce and cream and salt and pepper 

to taste.

Top with grated Parmesan cheese and allow to simmer three more minutes.

                                              Serve over pasta or vegetables.

This dish is a specialty of the Chelo Restaurant  in Club Habana in Havana.

www.cpalco.com

Introducing Cook Roberto Flores.

Presented
by Lily García
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